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Budget 2009 – key highlights 
 

The Budget 2009’s objective seems to be to reduce the cost of living for the lower income group and reducing the 

burden on the population.   The expansionary 2009 Budget comes on the back of a significantly increased estimated 

budget for 2008 where operating and development spending budgets have increased by 17% and 15% respectively, 

whilst revenues for 2008 are expected to increase at a lower rate of 10% resulting in a substantial increase in the 

expected deficit from RM21bn to RM35bn for 2008, or from 3.2% to 4.8% of GDP.   However, The Federal 

Government’s fiscal spending will be less expansionary in 2009 to ensure that the budget deficit remains under 

control, expected at 3.6% of GDP.   

 

Three focuses of the 2009 Budget: 
1. Ensuring the well being of Malaysians : Some of the initiatives proposed include a cut in import duties on a 

long list of food products; those consuming less than RM20/month  in electricity will no longer have to pay 

electricity bills until end 2009; higher individual tax rebate for those with taxable income of less than 

RM35,000; tax deduction for employers providing employees with travel allowances commuting to work 

while employees receiving such allowances will be given tax exemption; RM35bn to be spent on public 

transport; RM5.6bn for national food security; RM1bn to increase rice production; RM13.7bn for healthcare; 

increase of excise duties on cigarettes from 15 sens /stick to 18 sens; RM3bn and 3.3bn for various 

infrastructure projects in Sabah and Sarawak respectively; and many other proposals.  

 

2. Developing the quality of human capital:  Some of the proposals include a cut of the highest marginal tax 

rate for individuals from 28% to 27% effective 2009 year of assessment; marginal tax rate of 13% reduced to 

12%; RM47.7bn allocated for education and training; RM31bn to Ministry of Education for new teachers, 

maintenance expenditure, scholarships and equipment; RM14.1bn to the Ministry of Higher Education for 

operation expenditure as well as construction of clinical facilities and medical facilities.  

 

3. Strengthening the nation’s resilience: RM300m additional allocation provided under strategic investment 

fund to finance implementation of private-public partnership projects in Iskandar Malaysia; exemption of 

100% import duty and 50% excise duty on new hybrid CBU cars with engine capacity  below 2000cc for two 
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years; tax exemption on fees received by domestic intermediaries that successfully list foreign companies 

and foreign investment products in Bursa Malaysia; 3-year exemption for fees and profits earned by 

institutions undertaking activities relating to the arranging, underwriting, distributing and trading of non-ringgit 

sukuk issued in Malaysia and distributed outside Malaysia; reduced tax rate on dividends received by 

foreign institutional investors from REITs to 10% from 20%; RM5.4bn allocated to the Royal Malaysian 

Police; 1 month bonus for civil servants, and many other proposals.  

 

The Budget 2009 did not raise taxes on other “sin” products such as gaming and alcohol, which were widely 

anticipated.  As a result of the various tax and expenditure measures, consumer spending may pick up but generally 

consumer confidence takes time to build up again and implementation of infrastructure spending tends to take a much 

longer time than expected.   Expect the impact on the equity market to be fairly muted as politics continue to weigh 

down the market in the short term.  

 

With an increasing deficit-to-GDP ratio indicated this year, there will be an increase in supply of Malaysian 

Government bonds.   However, as there is ample liquidity in the system and on the back of an accommodative 

monetary policy, it is unlikely to lead to a significant oversupply and a massive selldown on Malaysian Government 

bonds.        


